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Introduction. 
Throughout this paper f(z) will denote an entire transcendental function 
of order less than or equal to some non-negative real number(!, i.e. given 
e > 0 there exist positive numbers .x and (3 such that for all z 
lf(z)j < .x exp ({Jjzle+•). 
Let Q denote the rationals and let K denote a finite extension of Q. 
Suppose [K: Q]=lt. STRAUS [2] obtained the following two results which, 
substantially reworded, are presented here as statements A and B. 
A. Suppose that f(z) satisfies the differential equation 
(1) f<n>(z)=P(z,f(z), ... ,f<n-l>(z)) 
where P is an element of K[z, f(z), ... , f<n-l>(z)]. Then there are at most 
(2lt -l)e points of K at which f(z) and all of its derivatives take values 
inK. 
B. Suppose that f(z) satisfies (I) and has a Taylor series expansion about 
zero with coefficients inK. Then f(z) can not satisfy any difference equation 
of the form 
(2) f(z+w) =P1(z,j(z)) 
where w is a nonzero element of K and P1(z, f(z)) belongs to K[z, f(z)]. 
Suppose from now on that f(z) satisfies the differential equation 
(3) g(z) f<n>(z) =P(z, f(z), ... , f<n-l>(z)) 
where g(z) ¢. 0 belongs to K[z] and P(z, f(z), ... , f<n-l>(z)) belongs to 
K[z, f(z), ... , f<n-l>(z)]. By a regular point of (3) we mean any point which 
is not a zero of g(z). Set l= [K(i): Q(i)]. 
1) This paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
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Theorem I. There are at most le regular points of (3) in K at which 
f(z) and all of its derivatives take values in K. 
Definition. If {3 is any algebraic number set fPI =max {lf3kl lf3k is 
conjugate to {3 over Q}. 
Let in the following W1, ••• , and Wt be any t>le distinct regular points 
of (3) in K. Let (lX, lXO,l. ... , lXn-1,t) denote any element of the cartesian 
product of the algebraic integers in K with themselves nt + 1 times which 
has a nonzero first component. 
Theorem II. If (3) is a linear homogeneous differential equation 
then: 
(a) For each e > 0 there exists c( e) > 0 such that 
max { lf<il(w1) - lX~J~};;;. c(e) ~i?- {((1 + r;x[)(1 + llXd )l-1)-6, 
~i ~1 
where 
( t )-1 0=1+(1+e) ze-1 , for all (1X,lXO,l.···•lXn-1,t).1) 
(b) The f<il(wJ)(O.;;;_i.;;;_n-1 and 1.;;;_j.;;;_t) and 1 span a vector space 
over K of dimension at least tfle. 
Definition. Let {31, .•. , and f3m(m;;;. 1) be m elements of K which 
are linearly independent over Q. 
Then set 
(4) LJJf(z) = f(z + f3J)- f(z). 
Theorem III. If (3) is a linear differential equation then f(z) can 
not satisfy a generalized linear difference equation of the form 
( 5) L1::0f(z) = y(z) + Eyi1. ... , im(z) L1~1 ••• LJ!:' /(z), 0 <.im <p, 
with p;;;. 1, where y(z) and each of the Yi1 , ••• , im(z) belong to K(z). 
Definition. Let LJf(z) = f(z+ 1)- f(z) and Df(z) = f<1l(z). 
Corollary. A transcendental entire function f(z) of finite order can 
not satisfy simultaneously a pair of linear difference-differential equations 
with coefficients ~i.J(Z) in K(z) of the form 
{6) Drf(z)= ,! ~i.J(z)LJiDif(z) 
o.;;;;H<r 
and 
(7) LJP f(z) = _! Yt,J(Z) LJi Di f(z) 
o.;;;i+i<P 
with r;;;. 1 and p> l. 
1) Any function of lX which is always at least llXI-1 and which tends to infinity 
with the height of the minimal equation satisfied by lX could be substituted for 
r;;] here. 
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Example: Jo(z), the Bessel function of order zero, is entire, trans-
cendental, and has finite order of growth. J 0(z) satisfies a differential 
equation with coefficients in Q(z). Hence J 0(z) can not satisfy a difference-
differential equation of type (7) with p;;;. 1 where the coefficients are 
rational functions of z with algebraic coefficients. 
1. Our method of proof is a modification of the method used in [1]. 
(In [1] results were obtained about the diophantine approximation of 
the values of f(z) and its first n-1 derivatives for certain very special 
functions f(z). We may derive Theorem IV of [1] by applying Theorem II 
here to (in the notation of [1]) the function f(z)fDilf(riJ 
However, Theorem I of [1]- a stronger result- does not follow from 
Theorem II here. In general the behavior of f(z) at a singular point of 
the differential equation is difficult to determine. Thus the method below 
makes no use of possible pleasant properties of f(z) at singular points, 
unlike the method used in the proof of Theorem I of [1] which used the 
nice power series expansion of f(z) about the singular point zero.) 
t 
Definition. Let q1(z) = II (z- WJ) where the Wj are any t;;;. 1 distinct 
regular points of (3) inK. F~;1each positive integer N set m= [N +tt-l] 
[ N +t-1] and h=t t -N, so that O<.h<.t-1. 
Define FN by 
(8) 1 FN = -2 . f f(z)(qJ(z))-mzhdz, :n;~ c 
where c is any path which winds once about the points Wj in the positive 
direction. 
We shall now prove three lemmas. Together they show that: (a) if (3) 
is a linear differential equation there exist positive integers c1 and c2, 
independent of N, such that for each N > c1 the number F N may be 
written as a linear combination over K of the numbers FN+l, ... , and 
FN+c2 ; (b) we may always write each FN as a polynomial over Kin the 
f<il(wJ) (O<.i<.n-1, l<.j<.t); (c) for each N there exists a not too large 
positive rational integer VN such that the polynomial JN= VNFN has 
algebraic integral coefficients in K; (d) the rate of growth of the absolute 
values of the coefficients of the polynomials J N (and of their conjugates 
over Q) is not too fast; and (e) the numbers iJNI decrease rapidly to zero 
as N becomes large. These properties of the J N= V NFN will be used 
extensively in proving the theorems. 
Lemma I. If (3) is a linear differential equation then there exist 
positive integers c1 and c2 independent of N such that for all N > c1 
(9) 
c2 
FN = ~ lXiFN+i 
i=l 
where the IX£ are numbers in K which depend on N. 
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Proof: First we must show that f(z) satisfies a differential equation 
of the form 
Cg 
(10) ~ zi Q1(zD) f(z) = Q(z) 
i=O 
where Q(z), Qo(z), ... , and Qc3(z) are polynomials over K with Qc3(z) ;:j 0. 
To establish (10) first multiply equation (3) through by a sufficiently 
high positive integral power of z so that each homogeneous term of the 
resultant equation is of the form zhf<k>(z)=zhDkf(z) (ignoring coefficients 
in K) with h;;;. k. One may prove easily (say by induction) that 
zhDk=zh-k(zD) (zD-1) ... (zD-k+ 1) if h;;;.k. This yields (10). Now 
(p,-1)t<c3 ..;;;p,t for some positive integer p,. If we multiply (10) through 
by z"'t-cs the new equation has the same form as (10), so redefining Q(z) 
and the Qi(zD) we may write 
where Q,.1(zD) ;:j 0. Since <p(z) belongs to K[z] and has degree t, we see 
that for another collection of polynomials Q,.1_ 1(zD), ... , and Qo(zD) in 
K[zD] we may write 
pt-1 
(11) ( <p(z))"' Q,.t(zD)f(z) + ~ zi Qi(zD) f(z) = Q(z). 
i=O 
Our aim is to convert (11) into an equation among the FN. Multiply both 
sides of (11) by-21 .zh(<p(z))-<m+p> and integrate the terms about the contour :n;~ 
c. Now assume that N is sufficiently large that t(m+p,)-h;;;-2+ deg Q(z). 
Under these conditions the right side of (11) contributes an integral which 
has value zero. Then we have 
-2 . S z11( cp(z))-m Q,.t(zD) f(z) dz (12) :n;~ c ) 
1 
pt-1 1 
+ ! -. S zh+i(<p(z))-<mM Q1(zD) f(z) dz= 0. 
i=O 2:n;~ c 
Suppose that g(z) is any function analytic on an annulus containing c 
and that {J is a positive integer. Then 
1 1 
-2 . S g(z)(zD)af(z)dz= -2 . S ((-Dz)g(z))(zD)"- 1 /(z)dz :n;~ c :n;~ c 
using integration by parts, 
1 
= -2 . S f(z) ( -Dz)IJg(z)dz :n;~ c 
by induction. Applying this identity to (12) and recalling that the Q1(zD) 
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are polynomials we see that 
) 
21 . f f(z) Qpt( -Dz) zh(rp(z))-mdz ( 13) :n;t c 
pt-1 1 
+ ~ -. f f(z) Q1(- Dz) zi+h(rp(z))-<mM dz= 0. 
i -o 2:n:t c 
Expanding zh(rp(z))-m in powers of z-1 we obtain z-N + .... Thus 
Qpt( -Dz)zh(rp(z))-m=Qpt(N -1)z-N + .... Assume c1 -1 <N -1 is larger 
than the largest real root of Qpt in what follows. Line (13) gives us a 
complicated way of writing zero which we now utilize. Thus 
(14) 
F - _1 ff { - Qpt(-Dz)} h -md N- 2:n:i c (z) 1 Qpt(N -1) z (rp(z)) z 
1 pt-1 1 
=--~--::-:- L -. f f(z) Qi( -Dz) zi+h(rp(z))-<mM dz. Qpt(N -1) i-o 2m c 
We denote the order of the zero at infinity of a rational function r(z) by 
ord r(z). Now 
d{( Qpt(-Dz) h ))-m} N or 1-Q.ut(N- 1)z(rp(z > +1 
by construction. Also 
ord (Q1( -Dz)zi+h(rp(z))-<m+P>);;;. ord (zi+h(rp(z))-<m+P>) 
= (m+f-t)t-j -h;;;. mt-h+ 1 =N + 1. 
Performing each of the indicated differentiations on the right side of (14) 
and combining the integrals we obtain for a positive integer c4 independent 
of N 
(15) 
where h(z) belongs to K[z] and 
ord (h(z) (rp(z))-<m+c4>);;;. N + 1. 
We may write 
(m+c4) t t [i+t-1] . [i+t-1] 
h(z) (rp(z))-(m+c4) = L IXi z -t- -• (rp(z))- -~-
i-0 
for some set of IXi belonging to K. Since the order must be the same on 
both sides of the above equality it follows that IXo = IXl = ... = IXN = 0. Thus 
c4 t+h t[N+i+t-1]-<N+il -[N+i+t-1] 
h(z)(rp(z))-<m+c4) = L IXN+JZ t (rp(z)) t • 
i-1 
Substituting this in (15) we obtain 
c4 t+h 
FN= L IXN+jFN+j· 
i-1 
Now since 0 < h < t- 1 set c2 = ( C4 + 1 )t, and we are through. 
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Definition. Suppose that P(X1, ... , Xn) belongs to K[X1, ... , Xn]. 
By deg P or deg P(Xt, ... , Xn) we mean the total degree of P(X1, ... , Xn). 
If P(X1, ... , Xn)= 
! ~Xi!, .•.• inX~1 ••• x~n then by !PI or !P(X1, ... , Xn)l 
we mean 
l: lafl, ·· ., inl· 
Let y=(g(z))-1 and y1=(g(w1))-1. 
Lemma II. For each pair of integers N;;d and l..;;;j..;;;t there exists 
a polynomial Q}.,- with coefficients inK in then+ 2 variables w1, y1, f(w1), ••• , 
t 
and j<n-1>(wJ) such that setting QN= ! Q}v we have, where QN is con-
sidered as a polynomial: 
(a) 
(b) 
and 
(c) 
;~1 
FN=QN, 
IQNI < (cs)m, 
for positive constants cs and cs independent of N. Further, (d) if (3) is 
a homogeneous, linear differential equation then each QN is a homogeneous 
linear form in the nt variables j(w1), ... , and j<n-1>(we) over the ring 
K[w1, y1, ... ,we, Yt]. 
Proof: (a) Let us take a look at the Laurent expansion of the inte-
grand of FN about each Wf. We may write the integrand as 
Notice that the first factor is a constant, each of the next three factors 
either is expanded out in a Taylor series about w1 or can easily be so 
expanded, and the last factor is a power of (z-wi)-1. It is not difficult 
to see then that the residue of the integrand at w1 is a linear combination 
(over K) of the f<'~>(wJ) for O..;;;i..;;;m-1. Next we show that each f<'~>(wJ) 
(n..;;;i <,m-1) may be written as a polynomial over K in Wf, Yi• f(wJ), ... , 
and j<n-l>(wJ); hence, the residue of the integrand of FN at Wf which we 
denote by 
m-1 
Q~= ! Ajj<t>(wJ) 
i=O 
may be written also as a polynomial over K in w1, y1, f(w1), •.. , and 
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f<n-l>(w1). Obviously then 
t 
QN= ! Q}.=FN, 
i=l 
which proves (a). 
Let 
() () () 
f/J = {)z _ g<l>(z) y2 ()y + f<ll(z) ()f(z) + ... + 
+ f<n-ll(z) ()f<n~2l(z) + yP ()f<n~ll(z) . 
If i-;,n we have by the chain rule 
f<ll(z) =f/J<t-n>(yP) 
for all values of z except the zeros of g(z). Performing the indicated 
operations and setting z=wi we obtain the desired representation of 
f<i>(wi) as a polynomial in WJ, 'Yi• f(wJ), ... , f<n-l>(wJ). Note that if (3) is a 
homogeneous linear differential equation then f<t>(wi) is a homogeneous 
linear form in f(wJ), ••• , and f<n-l>(wi) over K[wJ, 'Yil· This allows us to 
conclude (d) also. 
Let 
(I6) 
denote a typical monomial of degree Tin z, y, f(z), ... ,and f<n-l>(z) over K. 
Now consider the polynomial 
(I7) 
Let 
and 
c7 =I+ degg(z)+(n-I)+(the number of monomials in P), 
cs =I + ig<ll(z}l + (n -I) + IPI· 
Then it follows that ( I7) may be written as a sum of at most c7 terms of 
the same type as (I6} each with a coefficient ak satisfying 
Set 
c9 = I + deg g(z) + deg P. 
Each monomial in (I7) has degree Tk<-r+co. Applying these bounds 
inductively and recalling that 
f<t>(z) =(/Jt-n(yP) (m>i>n> 0) 
we see that each f<O(z) (m>i>O) may be written as a sum of at most 
29 ~eries A 
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(c7)H1 monomials each having degree at most (i+ l)c9 and having a 
coefficient at such that 
latl < (max{l, IYPI}) (cs)i+l(i+ l)! c~+I < ci61(i+ l)! 
for a positive constant c1o independent of N. Each 
m-1 
Q}.= 1 A}j<i>(w1). 
i~O 
Thus setting z=WJ above, we see that each f<i)(wJ) may be written as a 
polynomial over Kin WJ, yJ, f(wJ), ... ,and f<n-I>(wJ) of degree at most mc9. 
This proves (c) for c6 = C9. 
(We note for future reference that if the coefficients in (3) are all 
algebraic integers then each a1 may be taken to be an algebraic integer.) 
We shall establish (b) by proving the existence of a constant en> l 
such that for each i and i 
Then it follows that 
m-1 
IQ}vl < 1 IA}I11a11 
i-0 k 
< ~% (cu)m(i!)-l(c7)Hlct;l·1(i+l)! < {(ca)m, 
for an appropriate positive constant Ca independent of N. 
Thus 
which is (b). 
In the proof of (a) we expanded the integrand of FN about w1 in a 
Laurent expansion. Investigation of this procedure reveals that A} is 
the residue at WJ of the rational function obtained from the integrand 
(Z-Wj)i 
of FN upon replacing f(z) by .1 , i.e. ~. 
~ (Z-WJ)-m+izh II (z-wk)-m. 
~. k*i 
Let a be any element of the Galois group of the normal closure of K over 
Q. Then a(A}> is the residue of 
l 7f (z-a(w1))-m+izh II (z-a(wk))-m at a(w1). 
~. k*; 
Let c,,i be a circular path of radius at most one which winds once about 
a(wJ) in the positive direction and does not wind about or pass through 
any of the a(wk) (k=f-i). Then 
i! IAJI =max {I~ f zh(z-a(w1))-m+i II (z-a(wk))-m dzl}. 
a 2n~ c · k*l. 11,) 
Let 
and 
Then 
where 
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c1z= max {[wi[} 
i 
c1a= min min min min {lz-a(wk)!t}.;;;; l. 
a k OECa,j 
en= (c12 + 1)t-1(c1a)-1. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma II. 
Definition. For each e1>0 we define (h=(h(e1) by 
rh = t(e + e1)-1-l. 
In what follows we assume that e1 is sufficiently small that (his positive. 
Lemma III. Let e1 and (h be chosen as above. For each positive 
integer N there exists a polynomial JN in the f<i>(wJ) (O.;;:;i.;;:;n-1 and 
1 <i .;;;t) with algebraic integral coefficients belonging to K such that 
where cs, c14, and C15 are positive constants independent of N 
(a) deg J N<Csm 
(b) 
and, if J N is considered as a number, 
(c) 
Also for an infinite number of N 
(d) 
If (3) is a homogeneous linear differential equation then (e) each J N is 
a homogeneous linear form over Kin the f<i>(w1) and(/) there exist positive 
integers c1 and c2 independent of N such that for each N > c1 
c2 
JN = I Ol:iJN+i. 
i-1 
where the ~Xi belong to K and depend on N. 
Proof. For each N we shall construct a positive integer V N such 
that 
JN= VNQN= VNFN 
regarded as a polynomial over Kin the f<i>(wi) (O.;;:;i.;;:;n-1) has algebraic 
integral coefficients. Thus (a) and (e) follow from Lemma II and (/)from 
Lemma I. Further we shall require that 
0< VN.;;;(clam)m 
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where c16 is a positive constant independent of N. Then 
JJNI = IVNQNJ = IVNJJQNJ < (cl6m)m(cs)m.;;;(cl4m)m 
if C14 = C16C1s, which proves (b). Also 
JJNJ = IVNJJFNJ < (cl6m)mFN 
so an inequality of the form 
iFNi <(cl7fm)m<l+B,) 
where c17 is a positive constant independent of N gives (c). We shall 
now give the needed inequality for iFNi and then construct 
V N< (cl6m)m. 
If N is sufficient large 
m1ICe+•1> > 2Jw1J 
for each j. Under these circumstances we define c to be a circular path 
of radius m1tce+•1> about zero. Note that then 
lz-w1J >lml/Ce+•11. 
From the definition of e we see that 
J/(z)J.;;; .x exp (,8JzJ"+"l) 
where .x = .x( e1) and ,8 = ,8( e1) are two positive constants independent of z. 
On c this means that 
1/(z)i .;;;.x exp (,8m). 
Therefore 
if N is sufficiently large, where c1s>O is independent of N. But then there 
must exist a positive constant c17 independent of N such that iFNI< 
.;;;(c17fm)m<l+B,) for all N-;;.1. This yields (c). 
The existence of a positive integer V N with the desired property that 
J N has algebraic integral coefficients is almost trivial. The inequality 
V N< (c16m)m, however, is more difficult to satisfy. Suppose that we are 
given YI. ... , and Yk belonging to K. Each Yt (1 .;;;i.;;;k) has the property 
that there exists a positive integer 'l}i such that the product 'lliY'I is an 
algebraic integer. Setting 
k 
'l} =II 'l}t 
i-1 
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we see that 1JYt is an algebraic integer for each 1 < i < k. From the above 
line of reasoning it is clear that there exists a positive rational integer E 
such that Ewi and E(wt-Wj)-1 are algebraic integers for each 1 <i<t 
and 1 <j <;t with i=f-j. We shall next show that m!Et<m+l>A} is an algebraic 
integer for each 0 < i < m- 1 and 1 < j < t. From this it will follow that 
when m!Et<m+l>FN is evaluated, using the residue theorem, as a linear 
combination of the f<i>(wi) (O<i <m-1, 1 <j <;t) the coefficients will be 
algebraic integers. Now 
m! Et<m+l> A}= Ei+l (~!) (Ew1)h Et-h ( n Em(wk _ w1)-m) 
•. k•1 
( 1 I { ( E )m-i-l ( z- w )-m } ) -. S -- -- IT __ i -I ((z-wi)w1- 1+I)h dz 2nz c· (Z-Wj) Z-Wj hi Wk-Wj 
1 
where c1 is a circular path which winds once about Wj. The first four 
factors are obviously algebraic integers. When the term in curley brackets 
in the integrand of the fifth factor is expanded about Wj in a Laurent 
expansion it is not hard to see that the constant term is an algebraic 
integer. Hence m!Et<m+l>A} is an algebraic integer. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the coefficients in (3) 
are algebraic integers. (Otherwise multiply through by an appropriate 
positive integer.) Also we may suppose that E was chosen to have the 
additional property that the Eyi are algebraic integers for each j. Then set 
VN = m!E<t+c6)(m+l><;(Cl6m)m, 
for a positive constant c16 independent of N. By the proof of Lemma II 
part (c) a typical term of QN is A}at. By the remark immediately after 
the proof of Lemma II part (c), we see that since we have taken the coef-
ficients of (3} to be algebraic integers the at are all algebraic integers. 
Therefore each 
(Et(m+l) A}) at 
is an algebraic integer. Recalling that 
deg QN<CGm, 
that Ewi and Eyi are algebraic integers for each j, and that 
JN= VNFN=m!E<t+c6)(m+l>QN(Wl, Yl, f(wl), ... , f<n-l>(wt)), 
we see that J N regarded as a polynomial in the f<i>(wi) has algebraic 
integral integral coefficients. Now we have demonstrated everything 
except (d). 
For the first time the assumption that f(z) is not a polynomial is needed. 
Given any positive integer N there exists a positive integer N 1 > N such 
that f<NI>(wl) =1= 0. Thus where 
h(z) = (cp(z)(z- w1)-1 )N1 +1 
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we have, for a sufficiently small circular path c about w~, 
1 1 
-. f f(z)(z-w1)-<N1+1>dz == -. f f(z)h(z}(tp(z))-<N1+I>dz =F 0. 2:nt • 2:nt • 
Since h(z) belongs to K[z] we may write it as 
(1-1) (N1+1l 
h(z) = ~ <Xt(N +1)-J zJ-t[i/tl ( tp(z))Wtl 
i=O 1 
for a set of numbers .Xk in K. Then 
(t-1) <N1+ll 
( tp{z))-(NI+l) h(z) = ~ .Xt(N +1)-j z}-t[jjt] ( tp(z))-(NI+l-[j/tl, 
i=O l 
which yields 
Hence there exists N2>N1+1>N such that JN2 = VN2FN2 =F0. This 
proves Lemma III. 
2. Proof of Theorem I. We shall assume that Theorem I is false 
and show that this leads us to a contradiction. We assume that w~, ... , 
and Wt are t>le regular points of (3) in K and that each f<1,>(w1) belongs 
to K for 0 < i < n- 1 and 1 < j < t. Thus there will exist a positive rational 
integer E1 such that each E1j<t>(w1) is an algebraic integer in K. Under 
these circumstances each Efs"'J N is an algebraic integer inK by Lemma III 
part (a). Without loss of generality we may now assume that K =K(i) so 
that l= [K: Q(i)]. 
Let JN=J}v, ... , and J~ denote the k..;;;l conjugates of JN over Q(i). 
If J N=F 0 then 
is a nonzero Gaussian integer. (It is nonzero because J N is nonzero, it 
is in the Gaussian field because it is the product of all conjugates over 
Q(i) of a given algebraic number, and it is an algebraic integer because 
it is the product of algebraic integers.) Thus 
Let 
k 
IJ Nl > (E~6"')-k (IT IJ1rl )-l 
i=2 
c19 = max { lf<'>(wJ)I} 
i.i 
Then by Lemma III parts (a) and (b) 
IJ1rl < (c14m}m(cl9)c6m=((cl4C~~)m)m. 
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Let 
c2o = max {c14c~~, 1}. 
Then 
Hence 
!J N! > (E~6~)-m (c2om)-m<Z-1) 
if iJNI*O. Now applying Lemma III part (c) we see that 
( 18} 
if iJNI*O. By part (d) IJNI*O infinitely often. Recall we assumed that 
t t 
-l - 1 > 0; hence, we may choose e1 > 0 such that 01 = -- - 1 > l- l. But 
e e+e1 
then (18) can not possibly hold infinitely often. This contradiction proves 
Theorem I. 
(To be continued) 
